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Summary

1. This paper presents an overview of medical tourism and cross-border care, and outlines the major ethical and policy issues these activities present.

Background

Defining medical tourism and cross-border care

2. Medical tourism and cross-border care are defined as the movement of patients across national boundaries for the expressed purpose of seeking out medical care. While these terms and others are, at times, used interchangeably, they are often distinguishable. Medical tourism here refers to medical care sought by individuals and accessed through their own volition, even without or against the recommendation of their local health care provider. Care is typically paid out of pocket, and is in some cases combined with additional leisure or culture-related activities. Cross-border care instead refers to care that is facilitated or referred by a local health provider or institution, often by pre-established arrangements or agreements. Cross-border care is typically sought in countries within the same region, and is often reimbursable or paid directly by the responsible party. This would include, for example, patients accessing care within EU countries through their rights as EU citizens, agreements to outsource


public UK orthopaedic patients to France, Germany and Belgium, or cross-border insurance contracts between the US and Mexico. 

3. The term medical tourism is used here due to its extensive use in the literature, despite criticism by some authors that it is inappropriate and dismissive of the suffering endured by patients seeking care abroad, particularly as much medical tourism does not include the leisure elements implied by the term. 

4. Solely for the purpose of simplicity, both medical tourism and cross-border care are referred to herein as medical travel.

**Size and characteristics of medical travel**

4. Advances in transportation, rapid information exchange and globalisation have facilitated the global movement of patients seeking medical treatment options outside of their own countries. Medical travel has quickly transformed medical services into an internationally tradable commodity, with many countries vying for a share of the growing industry. Trade agreements, including the General Agreement of Trade in Services (GATS), may further liberalise the international trade of medical services.

5. Cross-border care is an important and growing activity between neighbouring countries and countries within the same region, including within the EU. In addition to specific bilateral agreements and referrals between specific countries or facilities, citizens within the EU have the right to access medical care from any country within the region, according to Regulation 883/2004 (previously Regulation 1408/71).

---


5 The terms medical travel, medical tourism and cross-border care have been used for a variety of practices not included here, including the movement of physicians across borders (unless to accompany a medical tourist) and the out-servicing of secondary medical services such as medical scan interpretation, telehealth services, diagnosis, consultation, and medical transcription. Those who are out of country for holiday or work may seek medical care for emergencies or convenience but are not included in our definition, nor are refugees or long-term residents within the medical destination country. The cross-border purchase of pharmaceuticals, medical equipment and supplies is not included here, nor are “health tourism” services including health, wellness and alternative medicine provided outside of medical clinics and hospitals. While fraudulent access of care abroad to avoid payment does fall under our definition and presents unique ethical and policy issues, it is not a focus of our discussion.


emergency or prior authorised care, the 1998 Kohll and Decker rulings broadened access to any medically necessary care, arguing that consumer choice would be otherwise unfairly restricted. The EU Directive on Cross-border Health care further clarifies the right to cross-border care within the EU.

6. Empirical data on the size of the medical travel industry and the number of travellers are scarce and estimates vary significantly; however, most seem to agree that it is a large and growing. One estimate places the industry as worth 60 billion US dollars and growing at 20 per cent per annum.10 The number of tourists globally has been much disputed – ranging from 50 million to only 60,000 per year, although some consider the latter to be unrealistically low.11 It is estimated from the UK’s International passenger survey that around 100,000 residents leave the UK per year for medical treatment,12 with 52,000 foreigners seeking treatment in the UK.13 While estimates again conflict, medical tourism is generally reported to generate about two billion US dollars annual in revenue in India. Thailand is reported to have received 1.25 million medical tourists, generating 860 million US dollars in 2005, and some hospitals in Singapore are reported to make 40 per cent of their revenue from foreign patients.14 While the medical tourism literature has focused largely on patient movement from high to lower income countries, important movements also occur between developed countries, between developing countries, and from low to high-income countries. Popular destinations for medical travellers depend on the

---


9 For example, the directive requires cross-border care to be reimbursed up to the amount that would have been assumed had care been sought in the home country, and allows home country states to implement prior authorization systems to manage patient outflows and to pay for cross-border health services directly. A summary of the provisions within the directive with links to the directive is available at: http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/lsa/119514.pdf


treatment sought, the patient’s home country and on pre-established agreements.\textsuperscript{15}

7. The quality of care and facilities available to medical travellers is highly variable and can be difficult to evaluate prior to departure. Patients may consider reputation of the facility, physician qualifications, and patient testimonials.\textsuperscript{16} Some facilities may have international accreditation assuring a high standard of care, such as the Joint Commission International (JCI). According to their website, JCI currently has accredited hospitals in 50 countries. Patients may also rely on the services of a medical travel agency to recommend facilities or make care and travel arrangements. One broker site alone lists 1,078 medical tourism facilities and 270 medical tourism agencies that provide “full service” from around the world, as of March 2013.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{Types of medical travel}

8. Medical tourism and cross-border care encompasses an extensive range of medical procedures, each facing unique motivations and risks.

9. Standard medical care sought abroad includes heart surgery, joint surgeries, eye surgery and hip replacements, among others. Lower cost may be an important motivator for the uninsured or underinsured in private health care systems, whereas patients with access to public health care may be motivated by shorter waiting times.

10. Elective treatments, which may include cosmetic surgeries, liposuction, dental work, gender reassignment and bariatric surgery seem primarily motivated by lower cost, as well as the greater anonymity travelling abroad allows. Due to its more elective nature, this category may be more influenced by combined ‘tourism’ packages such as ‘surgery and safari’ packages promoted in South Africa and ‘sun and surgery’ packages offered in Cuba.\textsuperscript{18}

11. Some medical travellers pursue specialised treatments abroad that are not available or illegal at home, or to which their access is restricted. These


\textsuperscript{16} Johnston R, Crooks VA, and Snyder J (2012) “I didn’t even know what I was looking for”: a qualitative study of the decision-making processes of Canadian medical tourists \textit{Global Health} 8(1): 23.

\textsuperscript{17} Based on information from OnlineMedicalTourism (2013) \textit{OnlineMedicalTourism homepage}, available at: http://www.onlinemedicaltourism.com/.

treatments may be allowed abroad, such as surrogacy, assisted reproductive treatment, abortion, or medically assisted suicide. Unproven treatments represent a high-risk category of medical travel, and include stem cell treatments for a wide variety of conditions and venoplasty for multiple sclerosis (MS). Patients willingly purchase treatments with little or no evidence of safety or efficacy, driven by hopes of improvements beyond what their local doctors have been able to provide. These treatments are usually unregulated or illegal in the destination country and may occur wherever regulation is insufficient to restrict their activity. Treatments that are illegal in both home and destination countries, including organ trafficking,\(^{19}\) carry additional legal and health risks attributable to operating outside of regulated and monitored medical care.

**Risk for patients**

12. Medical travellers may encounter a number of physical, emotional and financial risks during and after their care abroad. Travel itself can be risky for sick individuals. Doctors may not be familiar with the patient’s full medical history, and records may be difficult to transfer between countries. Cultural and language differences can impair patients’ understanding of their care, and patients have limited support from friends and family while abroad. There is also little legal recourse for patients, and patients may be challenged to find quality care if they encounter health complications in low-resource countries. Contact with the clinic or physicians may be difficult afterwards and patients may encounter challenges accessing follow-up care at home, particularly for illegal or unproven treatments. Those attempting to bring a child back from surrogacy or birth abroad may face unique complications, including obtaining parental and citizenship rights.\(^{20}\)

13. There are no authoritative numbers on clinical outcomes or recovery rates for medical travellers. The quality of facilities varies enormously, and while complications are a major concern everywhere, they do seem high in medical travellers – a survey found 37 per cent of respondents at the British Association of Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons had seen patients with complications from cosmetic surgery abroad,\(^{21}\) and Turner identified 26 cases of death following cosmetic and bariatric surgery abroad reported in the news media, over half of which occurred in Mexico and the


Dominican Republic. Serious complications and deaths have also been reported for medical tourists of stem cell treatments and organ transplants.

**Major policy and ethical challenges**

14. Medical tourism and cross-border care are not new, but their rapid growth and the diversity of ensuing ethical and policy challenges has made them a topic of immediate importance. As medical travel grows, its impact on both economic and health systems is increasingly felt, yet it remains unclear if the net impact will be positive or negative for either the patients or the societies with which they interact. The ethical and policy issues related to medical tourism at both the individual and systems levels are discussed below. Additional issues related to particular types of medical tourism and challenges to regulation are also presented. Intertwined with these issues are fundamental questions of how to maximise benefits, minimise harm, and create greater distributive justice across inherent inequalities of health and wealth.

**Challenges for patients and doctors**

15. Giving greater freedom to individuals to choose care abroad may increase their access to better options, potentially decreasing inequities between systems. However, a lack of suitable options at home compared to elsewhere may be what drives patients abroad in the first place, and only some will have the means to travel. Individuals of compromised health may go to great lengths to obtain care they feel they need; vulnerable patients are at risk of exploitation from groups selling unrealistic expectations or poor quality treatments. Ensuring patients have good information and access to suitable care is important to ensure patient autonomy, informed consent, and social justice. Little is known, however, about how patients process information and formulate decisions, and what is available in the literature is largely speculative.

---


16. Patients themselves may have a moral and social responsibility to promote the welfare of communities in which they interact, including where they receive medical care. However, evidence suggests medical tourists are largely unaware of how their travel could contribute to local health inequities, suggesting there is room to explore the role patients could play in supporting responsible medical tourism practices.

17. Home-country physicians may be consulted by those considering medical care abroad, but may be largely unprepared to advise patients if they have insufficient information on the quality of care provided, or are unfamiliar with the medical procedures being sought. It may be unclear what responsibility or obligations physicians have, both professionally and morally, to advise patients considering options abroad. For example, legal scholars have shown that Canadian physicians may have a professional responsibility and a legal obligation to protect children whose parents intend to take them abroad for risky stem cell treatments.

18. Continuity of care is a major issue in medicine generally, and a critical issue for medical travel. Physicians may lack adequate information about the care received abroad, and may be hesitant to treat patients who have received treatments they are unfamiliar with or that were obtained unethically. Health professionals are required to provide follow up medical care in emergencies, but it may be unclear how their duties extend beyond this. Medical tourists may request specific drugs, tests, or procedures they believe necessary for their care, but that do not adhere to accepted medical practice at home. Physicians may benefit from policies that clarify these obligations. The UK Department of Health instructed cosmetic surgeons not to undertake elective revisions on foreign-treated patients, and some US


programs have refused follow-up to patients who have gone to China for illegal organ transplants.29

19. Physicians in destination countries are also challenged to act in the best interest of patients. They may not be well positioned to know if patients are fully informed and prepared to make decisions for major procedures such as gender reassignment or assisted suicide, given the brevity of their interaction with the patient.

The economic impact of medical travel

20. Medical tourism and cross-border care present opportunities for unprecedented levels of trade within the medical sector, with significant financial benefits and challenges for the countries involved.30 The revenue generated from medical travellers in destination countries is an important economic incentive for institutions, health systems and governments to pursue these activities. Revenue could stimulate economic development, make medical services more financially viable, and allow infrastructure improvements. Medical travel can create savings for public spending at home, and outsourcing patients through cross-border care arrangements may lead to more efficient use of limited resources, shorter waiting times and greater health care coverage. Countries may develop niche competencies and increase quality of specialised care.31

21. However, medical travel is not always less costly for home-countries. Cross-border care in the EU could decrease the ability of national authorities to regulate rates and spending, and could increase overall costs.32 Health complications from medical travel and the introduction of new diseases can compromise care and present additional costs to home systems.33 It may also be ‘unfair’ for public health systems to bear the cost of health complications resulting from an individual’s choice to pursue options outside of that same system. In Germany, co-payments are required for treatments that result from “non-medically indicated measure

---

such as cosmetic surgery”, shifting responsibility for some costs back to the patient.34

**Access and equity challenges**

22. There is substantial concern that medical tourism and cross-border care could contribute to health inequities within the involved countries. Health care is recognised internationally as a human right,35 and as a legal and social right in many countries; its suitability as an exportable commodity should be questioned, particularly when local demand remains unmet.

23. Medical travel can be seen as both contributing to and compromising health equity and sustainability of the health systems of patients’ home countries. Cross-border care can create more equitable options for individuals, but the large movement of patients outside of their home system for medical care can also be construed as indicative of a larger-scale failure of domestic systems to address patients’ needs. Medical travel may further undermine equitable access at home by relieving physical and political pressure for systemic improvements.36

24. Some countries may use medical travel directly to create more equitable access for others – such as neighbouring countries providing Zimbabweans with free medical care following the collapse of Zimbabwe’s health system.37 Revenue generated from medical travel could be used by destination countries to subsidise care for the less fortunate as well, particularly in developing countries. Cuba, for example, has used its popular state-owned chain of medical tourism hospitals to generate revenue for public health care.38 However, revenue from medical travel for many organisations could create dependency on foreign income. Furthermore, economic gains remitted to foreign owners or investors will have limited positive externalities domestically.39 It is also hard to ensure positive social impacts from profit-driven health care providers. For example, Apollo

---


Hospitals in India committed hundreds of beds for the free care of India’s under-privileged in exchange for Government-subsidised land, but poor oversight has allowed these beds to remain empty.\textsuperscript{40} Medical tourism can shift available resources towards the care of foreigners instead of local patients, increase privatisation, and result in longer waiting times or costlier service for the poor. Medical travel may encourage the development of high-quality medical establishments and help retain medical physicians and specialists from leaving the country – only to then focus on the needs of foreigners.\textsuperscript{41} The needs of foreigners may be prioritised over that of locals, shifting resources from preventable public health initiatives towards the development of more expensive clinical interventions that are inappropriate for low-income clients.\textsuperscript{42}

25. The challenges to equitable access to medical care are potentially exacerbated in developing countries, where many are unable to access basic care and essential affordable drugs,\textsuperscript{43} and where social, economic, and regional geographic inequalities are high.\textsuperscript{44} There is considerable debate within the literature as to the overall benefit or harm to developing countries incurred by medical tourism, but there is little empirical evidence on either side. Developing countries can offer quality care at lower costs, giving them a global advantage to make desperately needed economic gains. However, many find discomfort in medical travel “lauding itself in developing countries as a saviour to foundering local public health systems and a driver for the economic development of their nations”.\textsuperscript{45} The stark reality that medical care has failed to meet the basic needs of its population should call into question the appropriateness of luxury care establishments built to cater to the wealthy, and should question their ability to address growing health inequities in the developing world.


\textsuperscript{44} See for example: The World Bank Data :Gini Coefficients, available at: http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.GINI

Challenges associated with particular activities

26. Ethical and policy issues will differ between cross-border care and medical tourism, and between the types of medical travel. We briefly highlight a few issues related to particular travel types, recognising these and other forms of medical travel may warrant a more detailed discussion than permitted by the scope of this paper.

27. Medical travel that circumvents domestic regulation could compromise or corrupt domestic values, and could be construed as civil disobedience. However, it may also act as a ‘safety-valve’ that allows individual freedom for individual differences without demanding extensive policy change, if these activities are legal abroad. Activities that are not allowed in either country are more ethically and legally problematic; organ tourism, in particular, has generated international concern. Patients who 'queue-jump' by sourcing organs abroad unjustly deepen organ shortages in the destination country, and the use of financial incentives to ‘purchase’ organs, often from vulnerable and poor populations, is economically exploitative. In China, new regulations require donor consent for organs and prohibit transplantation to foreigners, but organ trafficking, organ tourism and the harvest of organs from political prisoners are still reported.

28. Coercion and economic exploitation are ethical concerns also associated with reproductive assistance abroad. Surrogates may be subject to fraudulent contracts, lack legal recourse, and may suffer a number of physical and physiological risks, including social-stigmatisation by their communities. Some commentators believe that these activities are nonethe-less justifiable where surrogates benefit economically from their participation, and call for regulation to better protect surrogates and donors.

29. The sale of unproven treatments to desperate patients represents one of the newest ethical and regulatory issues facing medical tourism. Unproven treatments may represent the only option known to vulnerable patients,

---

many with terminal or degenerative conditions. Groups offering unproven stem cell treatments often use direct to consumer advertising that under-
represents risks and claims scientifically unsupported benefits. Prospective patients may trust providers based on misleading information, fraudulent testimonials, or unpublished “data” claiming high recovery rates and patient satisfaction.

30. Medical tourism for unproven treatments including stem cell and venoplasty for MS increasingly differ from “alternative medicine” in that they are promoted under the guise of medical fact and cutting-edge scientific advances, and presented to patients with unprecedented sophistication. Patients are challenged to both understand and evaluate the information they are given. Physicians and policy makers likewise are challenged to advise patients in a manner that can align their expectations with available evidence, and to devise mechanisms that sort “innovative” treatment from financial exploitation. Poor communication between stakeholders may lead society to believe they are being denied life-saving treatment – for example, Canadian MS patients have rallied their Government to provide venoplasty, and feel they have been denied essential follow-up care by physicians, who maintain these treatments are experimental and unethical to administer to patients prior to clinical trials. While some see value in maintaining ‘hope’ for patients seeking unproven treatment, others have questioned the ethics of selling patients ‘false hope’ for treatments where there is overwhelming evidence that treatments will fail.

Regulating medical travel

31. There is a clear tension between the goals of economic and health policies within the medical travel sector, and it remains unclear how international and national policies can best balance these interests. Economic growth may be the primary objective of trade policies, whereas the health sector is

52 Based on the author’s research, including site visits and interviews at clinics, hospitals, research centers and therapy providers in China, November 2011. For an example of scientifically unsubstantiated recovery rates claimed for traditionally “untreatable” diseases, see: www.sinostemcells.com. See also: Patra SW, and Sleeboom-Faulkner M (2010) Bionetworking: between guidelines and practice in stem cell therapy enterprise in India SCRIPTed 7: 295-310.
more likely to recognise equality and health access objectives.\textsuperscript{57} How far
governments wish to liberalise the international trade of medical services
deserves urgent attention, as policies currently under development may be
difficult to reverse once finalised.\textsuperscript{58} Part of the challenge remains that much
of medical tourism is informal and poorly documented, making informed
policy decisions difficult.\textsuperscript{59}

32. A number of policy options could shape medical travel. Governments could
criminalise medical tourism by their citizens even while abroad, such as is
done for genital cutting in the UK, sexual acts with minors in the United
States, and fertility tourism in Turkey.\textsuperscript{60} However, detection may be difficult
and penalties too harsh for many forms of medical travel, and this approach
may further drive activities underground. Governments could also prohibit
insurance companies from covering medical travel, and could refuse
citizenship to children of foreign surrogates.\textsuperscript{61} Formalised cross-border care
agreements between countries or institutions may increase quality of care
and cost savings by 'channelling' medical travellers towards institutions or
procedures with favourable clinical outcomes at low comparative costs.\textsuperscript{62}
Professional societies can also help set professional ethics standards in
both destination and in patients’ home countries. For example, several
physician societies in Canada have clarified that physicians must provide
emergency care but are not required to follow treatment plans of foreign
doctors,\textsuperscript{63} and the Chinese Diabetes Society issued a statement against the
use of stem cells to treat diabetes.\textsuperscript{64}

\textsuperscript{57} Pocock NS, and Phua KH (2011) Medical tourism and policy implications for health systems:
a conceptual framework from a comparative study of Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia

\textsuperscript{58} Timmermans K (2003) Developing countries and trade in health services: which way is

\textsuperscript{59} Timmermans K (2003) Developing countries and trade in health services: which way is
statement to Ministers’ round table: medical tourism and global health congress, available at:

\textsuperscript{60} Cohen IG (2012) How to regulate medical tourism (and why it matters for bioethics)

\textsuperscript{61} Cohen IG (2012) How to regulate medical tourism (and why it matters for bioethics)

\textsuperscript{62} Cohen IG (2012) How to regulate medical tourism (and why it matters for bioethics)

\textsuperscript{63} Collège des médecins du Québec (2011) Management of multiple sclerosis patients returning
to Quebec after venoplasty treatment for chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency (CCSVI),
available at:
entsReference.aspx; College of Physicians and Surgeons of Alberta (2011) Managing
patients with multiple sclerosis after out-of-country endovascular treatment for 'CCSVI',
available at: http://www.cpsa.ab.ca/Libraries/Res/Managing_patients_with_MS_after_out-of-
country_endovascular_treatment_for_CCSVI.pdf .

\textsuperscript{64} Zhu D, Chen L, and Hong T (2012) Position statement of the Chinese Diabetes Society
33. Regulation may be easiest from within destination countries, which may have interest in deterring particular activities.\textsuperscript{65} For example, Hong Kong has banned Chinese women in late stages of pregnancy from entering in order to curb a lucrative birthing business. Some expecting mothers prefer to give birth in Hong Kong to avoid China’s one child policy and to gain their child access to Hong Kong’s health care and education benefits, but the extent of these activities were preventing local women from accessing care, prompting Government intervention.\textsuperscript{66} Regulators may also decide to tolerate circumvention of domestic regulation - for example while illegal, no UK resident has been charged for accompanying a person abroad for assisted suicide.\textsuperscript{67} Allowing circumvention as a policy approach, however, may unfairly burden patients. Addressing the regulatory, quality and infrastructural insufficiencies within domestic health systems that motivate medical tourists to seek care abroad may be essential to medical travel management. For example, Portuguese women stopped going abroad for abortion following the legalisation and inclusion of abortion under national health coverage.\textsuperscript{68}

Questions to consider

34. The rapid growth, extent and diversity of medical travel activities as well as the ongoing negotiation of cross-border care and trade agreements lend urgency to the complex ethical and policy issues associated with these activities. Broad potential avenues for further inquiry include:

- How can better empirical data be generated to improve insight into medical travel activities (including patient numbers and mobility, tracking of clinical outcomes, and identification of best practices)?
- Which forms of medical travel should be encouraged and under what conditions?
- How can patients be best protected and informed about their health care options?
- What are the obligations, responsibilities and best practices for home-country physicians to patients before and after care abroad?
- How can vulnerable individuals and populations in destination countries be protected against unethical forms of medical tourism and exploitation?
- How do the needs, rights and interests of individuals balance against those of society with respect to medical travel?


What are the distributive impacts of medical travel across society in home and destination countries, particularly with respect to socioeconomic impacts on equitable health care and access?

Will the premature global marketing of scientifically-based unproven treatments influence medical governance, practice and advancement?

How can innovative treatment, compassionate care and exploitation be differentiated with respect to unproven treatments?

To what extent is the liberalisation of medical trade desirable and what are the ethical implications of greater health care commoditisation for society? Is trade of medical services an ‘exceptional’ industry warranting special oversight?

How can health authorities and regulators best influence, shape or control medical tourism practices?